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Foreword 
Thanks for purchasing the laser engraving machine control system of our company.  

Before operating, please read this manual carefully to ensure proper operation.  

Please keep the manual properly for reference.  

Since the configs are different, certain models do not have the functions listed in this 

manual. Please refer to the specific functions for details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This user manual is drafted for 

·  Control system designer 

·  Laser cutter operator 
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Chapter 1 Software Introduction 
SmartCarve software has the following features:  

É Figure drawing and editing functions, including the drawing and editing of straight line, 
rectangle, polygon, circular arc, ellipse, curve, text, etc. node editing is supported, 
allowing users to adjust the figure precisely in a more convenient way; it also supports 
the filling and gradient treatment. 

É Supporting to import figures in plt, dxf, dst, dsb, ai, bmp, jpg, gif, out, ymd, yln, etc. 
formats; supporting screen dot treatment of bitmap, reverse-color treatment, etc. 

É Supporting many languages, including Chinese (Simplified), Chinese (Traditional), English, 
and other languages. Chinese (Simplified), Chinese (Traditional), and English are available 
for the moment. 

É Supporting as many as 256 processing layers; Users can set the processing parameters for 
the different layers and the priority of processing layers according to the requirements of 
processing. 

É Providing scale indication, easy to know clearly about the figure size and position 

É Capable of saving all figures and processing parameters of the current project 

É Providing several manners of viewing figures, such as zoom in, zoom out, etc. 

É With YUEMING virtual printer input function. 

É Supporting many kinds of motion control cards; processing data can be saved as *.out 
(YUEMING No.1 card) file or *.ymd (YUEMING Yueming Third Control Card) file and 
downloaded to the machine. 

É Supporting figure layout and edge layout with dual laser heads. 

É Supporting as many as 256 times of re-do and canceling operations. 

É Capable of modifying the starting point and direction of cutting of graphics primitive 

É Providing layout in array way 

É Supporting motion track data smoothing 

É Providing a function to optimize the path of cutting data 

É With figure track simulation function 

1.1 Software installation 

1.1.1 Installation requirements 

Operating system: Windows98/2000/XP 

PC: 

  CPU: 1G or above 

  Memory: 512M or above 
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1.1.2 Installation 

A. User can select the relevant language to finish the installation as follows: Insert the 

provided CD into CD-ROM (or hard drive), find the SmartCarveInstall.exe in CD file catalog 

and double click it, and then the following dialogue box will show up:  

 

Picture 1-1 

{ŜƭŜŎǘ ǘƘŜ ƛƴǎǘŀƭƭŀǘƛƻƴ ƭŀƴƎǳŀƎŜΣ ŀƴŘ ŎƭƛŎƪ άbŜȄǘέΥ 

 

Picture 1-2 

/ƭƛŎƪ άbŜȄǘέΣ ǘƘŜ ŦƻƭƭƻǿƛƴƎ ƛƴǘŜǊŦŀŎŜ ǎƘƻǿǎ ǳǇΥ 
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Picture 1-3 

{ŜƭŜŎǘ άL ŀŎŎŜǇǘ ǘƘŜ ǘŜǊƳǎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ƭƛŎŜƴǎŜ ŀƎǊŜŜƳŜƴǘέΣ ŀƴŘ ŎƭƛŎƪ άbŜȄǘέ ǘƻ Ŧƛƭƭ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ǳǎŜǊ 
name and company name, and ǘƘŜƴ ŎƭƛŎƪ άbŜȄǘέΥ 

Select functions that you want to install. User can select all or clear part of these 
ŦǳƴŎǘƛƻƴǎ ōŜŦƻǊŜ ŎƭƛŎƪƛƴƎ άbŜȄǘέΥ 
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Picture 1-5 

CƛƴŀƭƭȅΣ ŎƭƛŎƪ άLƴǎǘŀƭƭέ ǘƻ ƛƴǎǘŀƭƭ ǘƘŜ ǎƻŦǘǿŀǊŜΥ 

 

Picture 1-6 

B. After the installation, a shortcut icon  of SmartCarve4 will be displayed on the 

Windows desktop. User can double click this icon to enter the main interface of this 

software.  

1.2 Uninstallation 

AΦ /ƭƛŎƪ ά{ǘŀǊǘέ-Ҕ ά!ƭƭ tǊƻƎǊŀƳǎέ-Ҕ ά{ƳŀǊǘ/ŀǊǾŜпέ-Ҕ ά¦ƴƛƴǎǘŀƭƭέΣ ŀƴŘ ŀ ŘƛŀƭƻƎǳe box shows up: 
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Picture 1-7 

BΦ /ƭƛŎƪ άbŜȄǘέΣ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ŦƻƭƭƻǿƛƴƎ ŘƛŀƭƻƎǳŜ ōƻȄ ǿƛƭƭ ǎƘƻǿ ǳǇ ŀǎ ǎƻƻƴ ŀǎ ǘƘŜ ǇǊƻƎǊŜǎǎ ōŀǊ 
completes: 

 

Picture 1-8 

{ŜƭŜŎǘ ά¸ŜǎέΣ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜƴ ǘƘŜ ŦƻƭƭƻǿƛƴƎ ŘƛŀƭƻƎǳŜ ōƻȄ ǎƘƻǿǎ ǳǇ 

 

Picture 1-9 

{ŜƭŜŎǘ ά¸Ŝǎέ ǘƻ ǊŜǎǘŀǊǘ ǘƘŜ ŎƻƳǇǳǘŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ ǎŜƭŜŎǘ άbƻΣ LΩƭƭ ǊŜǎǘŀǊǘ ǘƘŜ ŎƻƳǇǳǘŜǊ ƭŀǘŜǊέ ŀƴŘ ŎƭƛŎƪ 
άCƛƴƛǎƘέ ǘƻ ǊŜǘǳǊƴ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ǎȅǎǘŜƳΦ 
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1.3 Operational flowchart 
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Picture 1-10 Operational flowchart  
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Chapter 2 Software Application 

2.1 Software interface 

 

Picture 2-1Main interface 

 

Picture 2-2 Drawing Area 

Interface description: 

A. System toolbar: It includes such functions as New, Modify, Undo, Zoom, Move, View, and 

Export. 

B. Graphics primitive list box: It shows all graphics primitive lists included in the drawing area. 

C. Graphics primitive attribute settings: Set the attribute of graphics primitive, such as position, 

size, etc.  

Drawing toolbar 

Primitive list box 

Primitive attribute settings 

Layer list 

Setting area of layer parameters 

Description of layer parameters 

System toolbar 

Alignment tool 

X-axis scale 

Y-axis scale 

Height 

Width 
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D. Drawing toolbar: Capable of drawing basic graphics primitive such as straight line, 

rectangle, circle, etc. Import of all formats of figure and analog printing are supported.  

E. Layer list: It shows 256 layers and the cutting sequence.  

F. Setting area of layer parameters: Set the layer parameters and processing parameters.  

G. Description of layer parameters: Describe details of all parameters in the layer 

H. Alignment tool: When a figure is selected, you can use the tool to arrange the position of 

this figure. 

I. Drawing area: It is an area for drawing and editing figure. 

Note 

User can click key on the dialogue box of graphics primitive list or 

layer list to hide or display it at any side of the screen.  

 

2.1.1 Menu bar 

¢ƘŜ ƳŜƴǳ ōŀǊ ŀŦǘŜǊ ŎƭƛŎƪƛƴƎ άbŜǿέ: 

 

Picture 2-3 Menu bar 

2.1.1.1 File (F) 

New (Create a new file) 

Open (Open a smc project file)  

Close (Close the document)  

Save (Save the current file as *.smc project file, which is the special data format for this 
software)  

Save as (Save the smc project file) 

Import File (Import graphics file of all kinds) 

Printer Input (Add the figure designed by other software from printer input to this software) 

Import Files to Lib(Import graphics fils to graphics lib ) 

Carver Out (only available to No. 1 card, engraving output dialogue box)  

Export (Save the drafted figure as *.out/*.ymd/*.plt file) 

Net Transfer (only available to Yueming Third Control Card, transfer or manage the data and 
parameters of Yueming Third Control Card via Ethernet)  

Exit (close the software) 

2.1.1.2 Edit (E) 

Undo (Cancel the previous operation and return to the previous state) 

Redo (Resume the previous undo operation) 
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Delete (Delete the selected figure) 

Copy (Copy the selected figure) 

Paste (Paste the figure that is previously copied or cut) 

Cut (Cut the selected figure) 

Clone (carry out array copy for the selected figures) 

Add to graphic lib(add selected graphic to graphic lib) 

Pre Graphe(Select the last graphics primitive) 

Next Graphe (Select the next graphics primitive) 

2.1.1.3 Draw (D) 

Pick(Select the figure) 

Edit node(Edit the node of graphics primitive) 

Line (Draw a straight line) 

Rectangle (Draw a rectangle) 

Polygon (Draw a polygon) 

Regular polygon (draw a regular polygon) 

Ellipse (Draw a circle or an ellipse) 

Bézier curve (Draw a Bézier curve) 

Text (Draw letters or characters) 

Bitmap file (Import image files of different formats such as BMP, JPG, etc.) 

Vector file (Import vector files of PLT, DXF, DST, DSB, AI, out, yln, or ymd format) 

2.1.1.4 Modify (M) 

Mirror (Perform mirror function at X or Y direction on the selected figure) 

Fill (Fill in the closed figure) 

Coordinate (Set the coordinate system) 

Convert line(Transfer the graphics primitive data to curve primitive composed by straight line 
segment) 

Switch (Show or hide the dialogue box of operation) 

2.1.1.5 View (V) 

Grid (whether to show the background grid in drawing area) 

Ruler(whether to show ruler in drawing area) 

Layer list (whether to show the interface of figure attribute) 
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Graphics primitive list (whether to show the interface of graphics primitive attribute) 

Graphic library(whether to show the interface of graphic library) 

Control panel (whether to show the control panel, only available to PCI card or camera cutting 
model) 

Camera panel (whether to show camera panel, only available to camera cutting or PCI card 
model) 

2.1.1.6 Tools (T) 

Language (Many languages are available) 

machine (select the card or card type) 

machine  settings(Set the related system parameters of device according to the selected 
machine model) 

config (config of parameters that are related to software) 

2.1.1.7 Window (W) 

New  window(Create a new window in the current file) 

Cascade (Stack up all windows one by one) 

Tile horizontally (Place all windows by column) 

Tile Vertically (Place all windows by row) 

As well as all names of created windows in the software (select as required) 

2.1.1.8 Help (H) 

Helps(SmartCarve user manual) 

About (Software version and copyright statement) 

2.1.2 System toolbar 

2.1.2.1 Toolbar of view tools 

 

Picture 2-4 

Function: It is used to switch the drawing window and view the details of figure in the drawing 
area. 

Zoom Window: By clicking this button, you can then press the left key of the mouse in 
drawing area to zoom in the figure or the right key to zoom out the figure. 
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Zoom Pan: You can move the view in the drawing area by clicking this button, or by 
pressing the middle key of the mouse. 

Zoom in: By clicking this button, you can zoom in figure in the drawing area. 

Zoom out: By clicking this button, you can zoom out figure in the drawing area. 

Zoom all: By clicking this button, you can display all drafted figures in the drawing area. 

 Zoom Area: Press and hold the left key of mouse to draw a rectangle, and the system 
will zoom in the selected area. 

View workSpace:clicking this button, you can display the entire work area in the 
drawing area. 

2.1.2.2 Drawing 

 

Picture 2-5 

Function: Figure selection, node edition, straight line, rectangle, polygon, regular polygon, 
ellipse, curve, text, picture import, vector diagram import, and printer input start-up 

For details, please refer to 2.2.2Figure Drawing and Attribute Settings, for printer input, please 
refer to 2.2.6. 
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2.1.2.3 Arranging 

 

Picture 2-6 

Function: Move to origin, left, right, top, bottom, center, set the same width for selected 
figures, set the same height, set the same size, Distribute rows evenly, and Distribute lines evenly; 
for details, please refer to 2.7 Arrangement. 

 

2.1.2.4 Other toolbars 

 

Picture 2-7 

Function: New, Open, Save, Cut, Copy, Paste  

 

Picture 2-8 

Function: Network transmission,(4.2.1) undo some operations (such as cancel the printer 
input status) (2.2.6), export file (2.2.), engraving output,(3.1.1) Machine setting ( Chapter 3), track 
simulation (2.3) 

2.1.3 Status bar 

The bottom position of the software interface: 

 
Picture 2-9 

Progress bar: It shows the percentage info of progress when processing data. 

Cursor coordinate: It shows the real-time coordinate of cursor. The unit used at X and Y 
directions is mm. 

2.1.4 Drawing area 

When you have started the software, click άbŜǿέ ƻǊ ƻǇŜƴ ŀ {a/ ŦƛƭŜΣ ǘƘŜ ƛƴǘŜǊŦŀŎŜ ƻŦ 
drawing area will be shown as picture 2-2, in which: 

X-axis scale: It shows the coordinate and value of X-axis (unit: mm). 

Y-axis scale: It shows the coordinate and value of Y-axis (unit: mm). 

Cursor coordinate 

 

Progress bar 

 




































































































































































































